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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Motivation: Currency risk & Carry
§ Growing literature exploring equilibrium models of currency risk, relations

to country size, fiscal policy, habit formation, and trade network:
Hassan (2013), Hassan et al. (2015, 2016), Heyerdahl-Larsen (2015), Jiang
(2019), Stathopoulos (2017), Richmond (2019), and Richmond and Jiang (2020)
[...and so on]

§ Carry trade risk premiums: portfolio strategies to exploit the cross-country
differences in the currency risk, hence demanding different risk compensations

§ Traditional carry: short (long) countries with low (high) interest rate

§ Slope carry: short (long) the long-term bonds of countries with flatter (steeper)
yield curves for one month

§ A less examined question: How do the performances of traditional
carry and slope carry strategies evolve over time?

§ This paper: Jointly explain the changing performances of several
key carry strategies using an equilibrium model (EZ preferences, N
complete financial markets, inflation dynamics, real consumption)

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 1
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

What does this paper do? (1) Empirical

§ Performances changed pre- and post-2008:

Sample Traditional carry Slope carry
excess returns (3-1) excess returns (3-1)

Whole sample (1995-2018) 4.93 2.62
[2.36] [1.17]

Pre-08/2008 8.12 -0.13
[3.25] [-0.04]

Post-08/2008 0.79 6.17
[0.23] [1.86]

§ Traditional carry: the disappearing premium post-2008 is intuitive, given
the world-wide compression of short-term interest rates

§ Slope carry: Concealed turned revealed! This is puzzling as LT
government bonds should yield a null excess return (Lustig et al. 2019)

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 2
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

What does this paper do? (2) Suggestive evidence

The paper then makes a prediction given some suggestive evidence:

§ Country exposures to expected global real growth and inflation are
associated with the traditional and slope carry risk premiums,
respectively

§ High βi,y: CAN, GER JPN

§ High βi,π: UK, SWI, SWE

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 3
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§ Observation 1: Country’s global growth expectation and inflation exposures
appear imperfect Ñ two distinct dimensions

§ Observation 2: Country composition in the interest rate-sorted portfolios remains
unchanged before and after 2008 Ñ Traditional carry premium remains positive

§ Observation 3: Due to major drops in global inflation expectation post 2008
(– shock), high βi,π countries receive a negative shock in their interest rate
Ñ

Generating steeper yield curve, joining the high-slope portfolio
Ø

Countries with high inflation risk (high risk premium) joining the steeper
slope-sorted portfolio, earning a positive slope carry risk premium
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

What does this paper do? (3) Model formalization

§ Explain the the connection between these estimated exposures to
expected GDP growth and inflation and the risk-premia on the traditional
and slope carries

ñ EZ preferences
ñ Global expectation state variables dynamics

ñ Local state variable dynamics

ñ Complete, frictionless financial markets
ñ Real SDF: global real growth expectation; global growth expectation shock;

global inflation expectation shock; idiosyncratic consumption growth shock

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 5



This Paper My Comments Conclusion

What does this paper do? (4) Model solution

§ Intuition 1 / negative premium in the middle term: Positive growth
expectation news, yield increases, infinite-maturity produces a loss

§ Intuition 2 / positive premium in the last term : Positive inflation
expectation news, nominal yield increases, negative holding-period
return; real SDF increases (high marginal utility states); positive inflation
risk premium

§ Intuition 3 / heterogeneity: higher exposure to global inflation
expectation (high βπi ), higher inflation risk premium
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

What I like about this paper:

1. Research question is quite novel and relevant

§ Jointly explain more than one important carries in one framework
§ Time variation of performance

2. The writing is very clear and easy to follow
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

#1: Time variation in global LT inflation expectation
§ The permanent drop in the long-term global inflation expectation is an important

cause of the “concealed-turned-positive” slope carry risk premium post-2008

§ US for example (which has the largest GDP weight): there are major fluctuations
over inflation expectations around 2008, but it doesn’t look like a structural break?
If statistically significant, it looks like coming from the period after 2015 (which
coincides with the interest rate increases)

§ Suggestion: A more statistical test for this core “regime” claim?

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 8
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Digression: short-term inflation forecast? (1m)

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 9



This Paper My Comments Conclusion

#2: More relevant suggestive evidence

§ Story recap: countries with high global inflation expectation sensitivities
experiences stronger effects of steepening their yield curve, which hence
contributes to the positive slope carry risk premium (as inflation risk
needs to be compensated)

§ From the two slides back, professionals do seem to have (rather)
time-varying beliefs about future 5-year inflation:

1. Does country composition change even within the post-2008
sample?

2. Do we see a reversal in slope carry premium (going back to
concealed again) around 2010-2014?

3. Suggestion: A rolling-window demonstration of 1 and 2

§ In summary, Comments #1 and #2 so far suggest using 2 different
approach to prove the regime claim

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 10
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

#3: International risk compensation comovements
§ The international asset pricing literature has identified and

documented higher international risk compensation (and
compensation comovements) since 2008, in various approaches:

1. Return comovement literature (Xu, 2019; Viceira & Wang, 2021)

2. Yield comovement literature (Jotikasthira, Le & Lundblad, 2015; higher (lower)
long-term (short-term) bond comovement)

3. Global financial cylce literature (Miranda Agrippino & Rey, 2020; Bekaert, Hoerova &
Xu, 2021) [notice it is also distinct from global real growth dynamics]
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

#3: International risk compensation comovements

§ One alternative hypothesis:

There is a major positive permanent shock in global risk premium since
2008
Ñ

Countries with high exposures to the “global financial cycle” (bank, capital
flows, debt, or even investor risk aversion/media sentiment etc.)
immediately should also exhibit steeper yield curve (through the risk
compensation channel)

Ø

Steeper-slope country bucket

§ Suggestion: How to address this concern?

It will be really hard to incorporate this channel into the natural EZ-LRR
framework (I must sympathize :)); perhaps acknowledging other potential
channels that are not directly testable in the present framework would be
helpful to help broaden the discussion and the impact

Discussant: Nancy Xu (BC) Concealed Carry (Andrews, Colacito, Croce, Gavazzoni) 12
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Conclusion

§ I highly recommend this paper! It is very insightful and well written.

§ Potential places to improve:

1. Provide more direct evidence on the pre-/post-2008 regime switch
(which is at the core of the sorting and the story) Comments #1 & #2

2. International risk compensation + global financial cycle channel
should be acknowledged to broaden the discussion Comments #3

Thank You!
nancy.xu@bc.edu
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